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often, of course, it is something more.    In the past
it nearly always was something more.    But mechanical
inventions have so widened and complicated the net-
work of human intercourse that the old territorial units
have become largely unreal, and can only be upheld
with rigidity at a tremendous economic and spiritual
loss to society.    No sane man either expects or desires
that all men should ' become alike ' ;   that ' it takes
all sorts to make a world ' is a profound philosophic
truth, and that men should disagree and argue about
fundamental  things  is   both  natural  and  acceptable.
Men must form their own groupings and associations
according  to   all  their  functions   and  all their apti-
tudes.    Society is both less than the State and far
greater tlian the State, and those who work out their
Social theory in terms of the State  alone are living
in a world of dreams, and those dreams mainly night-
mares of blood and slaughter:   for the idol of the
State has exacted more cruel and needless sacrifices
from  its   worshippers  than   any   other   false   god  of
our contrivance.    Obviously the territorial association
is   a   matter   of   considerable   importance,   but   the
theorists who would thrust all and sundry into the
Procrustean bed  of  the  State  are  doing violence to
the   most   valuable  elements   of  society.    To   discuss
the problems of community solely in terms of the State
is now almost as sensible and as helpful as to discuss
mechanical power  and forces without  admitting the
existence of electricity.    We must have a theory of the
State, but only in relation to our theory of society.
Accordingly political theory to-day, after its break with
the  Hegelian  tradition  that  has  been  so  fruitful of
disaster, has a double outlook.    It must seek at once
to analyse the State into its component units, and to give
those units, both groups and individuals, freedom of

